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Microreactor is a very attractive laboratory device for screening conditions and solvents in
an efficient, safe and fast manner. Most reported work on microreactors for CO2 capturing
deals with absorption and mass transfer performance with a limited number of studies on
solvent regeneration. For the first time, foaming, which is a major operational challenge of
CO2 capturing is being studied in combination with absorption and desorption in a capillary
microreactor setup. To demonstrate the setup capabilities, three known amine-based
solvents (MEA, MDEA, and AMP) were selected for the screening and evaluation studies.
MEA had the highest CO2 absorption efficiency while MDEA had the lowest one. CO2

absorption efficiency increased with temperature, liquid flow rate, and amine concentration
as per the literature. During the absorption work, the Taylor flow regime was maintained at
the reactor inlet. CO2 desorption of loaded amine solutions was investigated at different
concentrations and temperatures up to 85°C. MDEA solution had the highest desorption
efficiency, followed by AMP and the least desorption efficiency was that of MEA. Foaming
experimental results showed that MEA had a larger foaming region compared to AMP.
However, more foaming happened with AMP at higher gas and liquid flow rates. A plug
flow mathematical reactor model was developed to simulate the MEA-CO2 system. The
model captured well the performance and trends of the studied system, however the
absolute prediction deviated due to uncertainties in the used physical properties and mass
transfer correlation. Selecting a solvent for chemical absorption depends on many more
factors than these three studied parameters. Still, microreactor proves a valuable tool to
generate experimental results under different conditions, with the least amount of
consumables (less than 1 L solvents were used), in a fast manner, combined with a
knowledge insight because of the uniqueness of the Taylor flow regime.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CO2 emission is one of the main contributors to global warming
and considered a major environmental challenge in the last few
decades. The annual global CO2 emission is estimated at more
than 40 billion metric tons, 85% of them are resulting from the
combustion of fossil fuels such as coal, liquid hydrocarbon, and
natural gas (IPCC, 2014). Capturing CO2 from different
industrial processes is an urgent need that requires developing
cost-effective CO2 capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS)
technologies. Multiple carbon-capturing technologies are
available such as cryogenic distillation, adsorption, membrane
separation, and physical and chemical absorption (Cheung et al.,
2013; Maqsood et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2015; Venna and Carreon,
2015). Out of these, chemical absorption using amine-based
solvent technology is considered the most preferred and
matured route for CO2 capturing especially for post-
combustion applications (Liang et al., 2015; Nwaoha et al.,
2016; Aghel et al., 2018). Amines-based solvents are well-
known for their reversible reactions with CO2, which make
them ideal for the separation of many CO2-containing gases,
including flue gases. The most commercially used amine-based
solvents are monoethanolamine (MEA), diethanol amine (DEA),
and N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA). Even though the amine-
based technology has been adopted by many industries, the
overall cost of capturing process is still high if considering the
global deployment of this technology. This is mainly due to the
high capital investment, high energy consumption needed for
solvent regeneration, loss of solvent due to evaporation and
degradation, and plant corrosion issues (Abu-Zahra et al.,
2007). The conventional CO2 capturing units such as bubble
column, packed column, and plate column are limited by gas-
liquid mass transfer rate that demands larger sizes of the absorber
and desorber units, therefore a large recirculation rate of solvents.
The desorption unit is more complex and energy-intensive
compared to the absorption unit. The higher temperature
needed during regeneration contributes up to 80% of the total
energy needed in the entire CO2 capture process. This is needed
for the heat of vaporization, and heating the larger amount of
circulating amines and water in the process (Tobiesen et al.,
2005). Besides energy needed for regeneration and mass transfer
limitations, the CO2 absorption unit faces other operational
challenges such as foaming. It can occur during the plant
start-up and operation of both absorber and regenerator. The
common reasons for foaming in the alkanolamine system are the
high gas velocities, process contaminations present with the feed
gas that includes dissolved or condensed hydrocarbons, organic
acid, water-soluble surfactants, additives, or sludge deposits in gas
contactors. Foaming in the amine system dramatically lead to a
decrease in the alkanolamine-gas absorption efficiency and
requires the reduction of the gas velocity and feed flow rate to
the absorber. Mitigating actions to regain the efficiency of the
amine system in the gas treating plant include introducing anti-
foaming additives altering the operating condition or
incorporating mechanical filtration. Several studies on the
effect of foaming and foam stability on the type of alkanol
amine, liquid hydrocarbon, and the degradation products are

available in the literature (Thitakamol and Veawab, 2008;
Alhseinat et al., 2014; Sedransk Campbell et al., 2015). Current
operational practices focus more on solving the problem of
foaming rather than identifying the sources of foam and
eliminating them. This is because the foaming phenomenon is
complex and depends on many factors. That is why experimental
studies on foaming will remain very essential to overcome the
foaming challenge and worth exploring new laboratory devices to
study foaming close to process conditions. All of the above-
mentioned challenges triggered a growing interest in developing
new types of equipment with highly efficient absorber-desorber
units to achieve process intensification (Wang et al., 2015).
Among the different challenges associated with these
technologies, solvent selection with the appropriate kinetic and
mass transfer models is essential to deciding and optimizing the
type of reactor technology and its optimal operating window.

Microreactor is an evolving technology with many
achievements in a wide range of applications, especially in the
laboratory and exploration stage (Mason et al., 2007; Hessel et al.,
2008; Hartman and Jensen, 2009; Wirth, 2013; Yao et al., 2021).
The basic concept of a microreactor is that reactants flow through
a channel that has a characteristic diameter of micrometers to less
than a few millimeters. As a result, the mixing and heating rates
significantly increased due to the reduced diffusion length, and
the increased surface to volume ratio. This enables a very precise
and fast temperature control of the reaction environment as
needed by the application. This makes the system very safe
even for highly exothermic reactions. Besides, the mixing rate
is well controlled and back mixing is significantly reduced. This is
a major advantage compared to batch reactor systems which
require new loading/unloading and cleaning when testing each
condition. Also, the amount of required raw materials and waste
produced are significantly reduced due to the small reaction
channel volume. Another key advantage of microreactor is
that it is an ideal venue for exploring the advantages of data
science and artificial intelligence as demonstrated for a wide range
of applications (McMullen and Jensen, 2010a; McMullen and
Jensen, 2010b; Ganapathy et al., 2016; Reizman and Jensen, 2016).

Flowing a gas-liquid system in a microreactor results in
different flow regimes such as bubbly, Taylor, churn, or
annular flow. The choice of the flow regime depends on the
gas and liquid flow rates, fluids’ physical properties such as
density, viscosity, surface tension, inlet mixer design, and the
internal geometrical dimensions of the reactor. All of these flow
regimes can be observed in a microreactor (Gupta et al., 2010).
The small channel diameter confines the gas bubble and stabilizes
the gas-liquid interface which is a major advantage compared to
larger tube diameters (larger than 4 mm). Depending on the
microreactor design, precise control of the gas bubble size and its
movement can be realized. This is a key advantage when doing
laboratory testing that requires a controlled environment. Of the
different flow regimes, Taylor flow is a very promising one
(Gupta et al., 2010; Al-Rawashdeh et al., 2012; Abiev et al.,
2019; Abiev, 2020). Figure 1, shows a schematic example of
this regime in a microreactor and its key definitions (Shao
et al., 2009). The first advantage of Taylor flow is that the gas-
liquid interface is well defined. Quantifying it is essential for
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developing reliable mathematical models and engineering
correlations. Second, each liquid droplet is well separated
from the upstream ones, with less interaction between them
that minimizes the back mixing approaching that of an ideal
plug flow reactor. Third, the confined and moving liquid slugs
and gas bubbles create secondary circular velocity profiles
inside them. This helps accelerate further the rate of mass
and heat transfer making this flow regime ideal for studying
those applications with very fast reaction kinetics that are mass
transfer limited such as the absorption-based CO2 capturing
(Cantu-Perez et al., 2013; Ganapathy et al., 2013; Bangerth
et al., 2014; Sobieszuk et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2017; Aghel et al.,
2019).

It is of great importance to have experimental laboratory tools
that enable fast screening of conditions and solvents and link
them to their industrial operation challenges. For the first time,
foaming in combination with absorption and desorption studies
is carried out in a microreactor setup for CO2 capturing process.
To the author’s best knowledge, no reported work on foaming of
CO2 absorption coupled with a microreactor unit is reported in
the open literature. Besides, most reported work on microreactor
with CO2 capturing deals with absorption only addressing the
mass transfer performance challenge. A limited number of studies
for CO2 regeneration using microreactors are reported. To
demonstrate the microreactor capabilities for absorption-
desorption and foaming studies all in one go, three known
amine-based solvents monoethanolamine (MEA),
N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-
propanol (AMP) are selected for this work. Parametric studies
are carried out by varying the amine solution flow rates,
concentration, and reaction temperature. The tendency for
foaming is evaluated in a gravity separator coupled to the
microreactor system at different flow rates, and solvent
concentrations. Throughout the entire work, gas-liquid Taylor
flow is maintained at the reactor inlet and pure CO2 is used to
eliminate the gas phase mass transfer limitations and focus on the
solvent screening. A mathematical reactor model is developed
and the MEA absorption performance is evaluated. The model is
used to assess the available mass transfer correlations to predict

the generated experimental results and link the work to other
studies, conditions, and reactor types.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Chemicals
Reagent grades of MEA (>98%), MDEA (>99%), and AMP
(>90%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, United States, and
used without further purification. Aqueous solutions of MEA and
MDEA were prepared at 6%, 12%, and 30 wt.% by dissolving the
appropriate amount of amine in the deionized water at room
temperature, while the aqueous solution of AMP was prepared by
melting anhydrous AMP at 40°C and getting it dissolved in
deionized water with the corresponding mass fraction. CO2

(99.99%) gas used for the experiments was obtained from
Buzwair Industrial Gases, Qatar. De-ionised water was used to
prepare all solutions.

2.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used in this work is shown in Figure 2. It
consists of a programmable syringe pump (KF Technology) and
the mass flow controller (Bronkhorst) that control the flow rate of
the amine solution and CO2 gas respectively. T-mixer (1/8″ OD)
was used to mix the gas and liquid streams and polymeric tubing
(FEB with ID-0.060″OD-0.125″) of 50 cm length was used as the
capillary microreactor as shown in Figure 2B. The capillary
microreactor and T-mixers were immersed inside a
thermoregulated bath (Huber) filled with DI water to maintain
the temperature of the system as needed and up to 85°C. The
unabsorbed CO2 was measured using a CO2 sensor (CO2 meter)
placed at the outlet of the system. Readings from the CO2 sensor
were continuously recorded on a PC using a data acquisition
system to measure the amount of CO2 absorbed by the aqueous
amine solution. Liquid samples of CO2-loaded amine solutions
were collected from the amine liquid container to perform the
desorption studies. The foaming studies were conducted using the
same experimental set-up, however, the CO2 sensor unit box was
replaced by the foaming measuring device as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1 | Flow patterns for gas-liquid flow depending on the gas and liquid flow rates. The modified image is adapted from Shao et al., 2009.
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The foaming analysis consists of a long marked tube to measure
the height of height reached by the foam before it collapsed.

2.3 Procedure
At the start, different gas and liquid flow rates were varied to
select the values needed to operate in the Taylor flow regime. It
was decided to maintain the CO2 gas flow rates at 6 and 9 ml/min
for all absorption experiments. For each gas flow rate, the liquid
flow rate was adjusted from a minimum value to a maximum
value in such a way that the Taylor flow regime was maintained at
the reactor inlet, and the CO2 absorption efficiency varied from
0% to 100%. For each CO2 absorption experiment, 30 ml of the
desired amine solution (MEA, MDEA or AMP) was loaded into
the syringe pump container. Pure CO2 gas was added from a gas
cylinder and regulated using Bronkhorst mass flow controller.
The amine solution from the syringe (Aminein) and the CO2 from
the inlet side (CO2,in) were mixed in mixer M1 and then passed to
the capillary microreactor. At the exit of the reactor, the loaded
amine solution was mixed with a high nitrogen flow rate in the
mixer M2 to minimize further absorption and quickly reach the
CO2 sensor. The reactor outlet goes after that to a gravity
separator in which the CO2-loaded amines [Amine (CO2,abs)]
are collected in the liquid container, and the unreacted CO2

(CO2,out) will be detected by the CO2 sensor and further passed to
the vent. Before each experiment, calibration experiments are
carried out to relate the CO2 sensor measurement to the CO2

concentration in the effluent stream. All absorption experiments
were conducted at atmospheric pressure and three different
temperatures of 30, 40, and 50°C.

The absorption efficiency is calculated as shown in Eq. 1 by
dividing the amount of CO2 absorbed (CO2,abs) by the amount of
inlet CO2.

CO2absorption efficiency � (CO2,in − CO2,out)
CO2,in

(1)

Before starting the desorption analysis, the loaded CO2 amine
solution is prepared by carrying out an absorption experiment at
given flow conditions with known CO2 absorption efficiency. A
sufficient amount of the CO2-loaded amine solution was collected
in the liquid container and quickly loaded into the syringe pump.
The CO2-rich amine solution was pumped through the capillary
microreactor at different temperatures ranging from 50 to 85°C,
and residence times by varying the liquid flow rate of the amine
(QL) from 0.1 to 1.2 ml/min. A small amount of nitrogen was
added to the reactor to establish a gas-liquid interface for the
desorption study. The desorption efficiency was measured using
the CO2 gas sensor and Eqs 2–4. Eq. 2 is used to calculate the
amount of loaded CO2 per amine flow rate in the absorption
experiment. Then, the maximum amount of CO2 that can be
regenerated (max.CO2 for regeneration) is calculated by
multiplying the CO2 loading obtained from Eq. 2 with the
amine molar flow rate used during regeneration (FAmine,reg) as

FIGURE 2 | (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for CO2 absorption-desorption system (B) image of the mixer-microcapillary unit in the temperature-
controlled bath.
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shown in Eq. 3. Eq. 4 presents how the desorption efficiency is
calculated by dividing the measured CO2 molar flow rate by the
maximum amount of CO2 molar flow rate that can be
regenerated.

CO2 loading � (FCO2,in − FCO2,out)
FAmine

(2)
max. CO2 for regeneration � CO2 loading × FAmine,reg (3)
Desorption efficiency � FCO2,reg

max. CO2 for regeneration
(4)

The residence time (τ) was calculated using the below equation

τ(sec) � VR(cm3)
QL + QG(cm3s−1) (5)

where VR be the volume of the reactor and QL and QG be the
volumetric flow rate of liquid and gas respectively. The
foaming study was conducted using the foaming device
shown in Figure 2 connected to the gas-liquid separator.
For given amine and CO2 flow rates, the nitrogen flow rate
was changed between 0 and 60 ml/min to increase the
tendency for foam generation in the gas-liquid separator.
For each condition, the maximum reached foam height in
the graduated tube was measured. To avoid foaming in the
absorption and desorption studies, a gas-liquid separator with
a larger volume was used and the inside was filled with small
size metallic open structure that helped break the foaming. The
measurement accuracy of the obtained results from the above-
mentioned experimental setup was estimated between 1% and
4% for CO2 absorption efficiency (%). This was obtained after
quantifying repeated experiments. This accuracy depends on
the accuracy of the CO2 sensor (±300 ppm), the concentration
of the amine solution, accuracies of the gas and liquid
flow rates.

3 REACTION MECHANISM AND REACTOR
MODEL

3.1 Reaction Mechanism
Figure 3 shows the CO2 reaction mechanism with the amine
compounds. The reaction involves several unstable and
reversible reactions in the aqueous phase as described in
Eqs 6–18 in Table 1. The ionization reaction in the
presence of CO2 can be described by Eqs 6–8. The CO2

reaction with the primary amine MEA can be expressed by
Eqs 9–11 which involve the MEA protonation, stable MEA

FIGURE 3 | Typical reaction pathways of MEA, MDEA and AMP aqueous amine solutions.

TABLE 1 | Mechanism of CO2 capture in aqueous amine solution.

Eqn No. Equation

6 2H2O ↔ H3O+ + OH−(k1)
7 CO2 + 2H2O ↔ H3O+ + HCO−

3(k2)
8 HCO−

3 + H2O ↔ H3O+ + CO2−
3 (k3)

MEA solution

9 MEA + H+ ↔ MEAH+(k4)
10 MEAH+ + H2O ↔ MEA + H3O+(k5)
11 2MEA + CO2 ↔ MEACOO− +MEAH+(k6)
12 MEACOO− + H2O ↔ MEA + HCO−

3(k7)

MDEA solution

13 MDEA + H+ ↔ MEAH+(k8)
14 MDEA + CO2 + H2O ↔ MDEAH+ + HCO−

3(k9)

AMP solution

15 AMP + H+ ↔ AMPH+(k10)
16 AMPH+ + H2O ↔ AMP + H3O+(k11)
17 2AMP + CO2 ↔ AMPCOO− + AMPH+(k12)
18 AMPCOO− + H2O ↔ AMP + HCO−

3(k13)
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carbamate formation, and MEA carbamate hydrolysis. The
dominant carbamate formation reaction in the MEA is limited
with the theoretical loading to 0.5 mol CO2/mol MEA. If the
loading exceeds 0.5 mol CO2, a certain amount of MEA
carbamate undergoes hydrolysis and generates standalone
bicarbonates. Typically, the extent of hydrolysis is low, and
regenerated free MEA during hydrolysis reacts again with free
CO2, and further absorption proceeds. Hence, the advantage of
using MEA is the formation of bonded carbamate that
enhances the rate of absorption. However, it also slows
down the rate of desorption.

MDEA is a tertiary amine, that does not involve any direct
reaction with CO2 due to the lack of free proton in the nitrogen
atom, while it increases the hydroxyl ion concentration that
catalyzes the CO2 hydration that leads to the formation of
bicarbonate as described by Eqs 13–14. The theoretical
absorption capacity of MDEA is 1 mol CO2/mol amine,
however, the absorption rate is slow compared to other
primary and secondary amines. The notable advantages of
using MDEA are the fast desorption rate and the large
absorption capacity owing to the presence of bicarbonate
ions as the only CO2-absorbing species. AMP is a hindered
type of amine, which possesses either the characteristic of
primary or secondary amine with the formation of unstable
carbamate species as an intermediate product (Eq. 17) that
quickly hydrolyzes to bicarbonates (Eq. 18). The presence of
bicarbonate species as the dominant product enhances the
desorption rate compared to MEA, its absorption rate is also
higher when compared to the tertiary amine owing to the
formation of unstable carbamate as the intermediate species.

3.2 Reactor Model
A mathematical reactor model was established to analyze the
obtained absorption experimental results and carry out sensitivity
analysis on mass transfer correlations available in the literature. A
one-dimension ideal plug flow reactor model is established on the
Taylor flow regime. Isothermal and isobaric conditions are
maintained in this work. The mass transfer takes place only in
the available gas-liquid interface. Only CO2 is assumed to
exchange between the two phases. Along the reactor length,
the gas bubble sizes and gas hold-up will become smaller due
to the CO2 absorption. For some cases that reached 100%
absorption efficiency, the gas bubble vanished and the reactor
outlet consisted of pure liquid. To reflect on these changes, the gas
holdup and the bubble length changes are accounted for in this
reactor model. Following are the mass balance equations for the
liquid and gas sides of this reactor model:

dCi,L

dz
� 1
uL

(ji + riεL) (19)
dCi,G

dz
� − 1

uG
ji (20)

The mass transfer ji will only be for the CO2 molecule
calculated as:

jCO2 � kLa(CCO2,G − CCO2,L) (21)

CCO2,G �
P

H
(22)

The CO2,G concentration in the liquid phase is calculated
using the solubility in Eq. 22. Henery’s coefficient (H) is required
in Eq. 22 to account for the solubility of CO2 in the amine
solution. Since mass transfer is a critical parameter in the
performance of CO2 absorption, multiple correlations in the
literature shown in Table 2 are evaluated to find the one that
best fits the experimental results.

In most of these correlations, gas and liquid hold-ups (εG, εL),
and slug and bubble lengths (LS, LB) are required to estimate the
mass transfer coefficient. Liquid hold up is needed in the mass
balance as shown in Eq. 19. Using the imaging technique, some of
the liquid slug and gas bubble lengths (LS, LB) were measured at
the inlet and outlet of the reaction channel. It was not always
possible to estimate the slug and bubble length. Thus, these
measured (LS, LB) data were used to select a reliable equation
to estimate their lengths for all other flow conditions. After
estimating the (LS, LB) lengths, the hold-ups are estimated as
shown in Eqs 23, 25.

εG � LB

LB + LS
(23)

εL � 1 − εG (24)
The length of the unit cell was estimated by:

LUC � LB + LS (25)
Regarding the reaction rate for MEA, the widely accepted

bimolecular kinetic law shown in Eq. 26 is used (Ramezani et al.,
2019). Several estimates for the reaction rate constant can be
found in the literature (Blauwhoff et al., 1983; Versteeg et al.,
1996; Aboudheir et al., 2003). However, most of these works did
not use microreactors when developing their kinetic model. The
proposed Arrhenius equation developed by Ye et al. (2013) was
used in this work because it has been validated in microreactor
setup. The value of the rate constant k1 (m

3/mol s) is shown in
Eq. 27.

rCO2 � k1CMEACCO2,L (26)
k1 � 1.09 × 106 exp(−2671.4

T
) (27)

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Absorption Studies on Aqueous Amines
4.1.1 Effect of Amine Solvents Type and Concentration
The screening of three different amine solutions in terms of CO2

absorption efficiency at different liquid flow rates and
concentrations is shown in Figure 4. All these experiments
were conducted at a fixed CO2 gas flow rate of 6 ml/min and
a constant temperature of 30°C. The absorption efficiency
increases the amine flow rate QL. Increasing the flow rate
decreases the gas bubble length which increases the specific
interfacial area, thus increasing the rate of mass transfer. As
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well, the molar ratio between the amine and CO2 increases which
facilitates the reaction to proceed further. This trend is observed
for all amine solutions at all concentrations. The lowest
absorption efficiency was for MDEA followed by AMP then

MEA. This trend matches the literature as the reaction
kinetics of tertiary amine MDEA is lower compared to those
of MEA and AMP. Thus, a higher liquid flow rate will be required
to achieve the same absorption efficiency. For some conditions,

TABLE 2 | List of liquid volumetric mass transfer coefficients for Taylor flow regime in a microreactor.

References Index Correlation Description

Berčič and Pintar, (1997) Ika1 kLa � 0.111(uG+uL)1.19
((1−εG)LUC)0.57

d = 1.5; 2.0; 3.1 mm (Circular)

Vandu et al. (2005) Ika2 kLa � 4.5
���
DuG
LUC

√
1
dh

d = 1.0; 2.0; 3.0 mm (Circular)

Yue et al. (2007) Ika3 kLa � (1d 0.084Re0.213G Re0.937L Sc0.5L )D
d

d = 0.667 mm (Circular)

Yue et al. (2009) Ika4 kLa � 2
dh

����
DuB
LB+LS

√
( LB
LB+LS)0.3 dh = 0.4 mm (Square); uB = 0.4–2.0 m/s; 1.4 ≤ LB/d ≤ 6.3; 1 ≤ LS/d ≤ 3.2

Lefortier et al. (2012) Ika6 kLa � 1.19
���
DuB
dL2S

√
+ 0.65 LB

LS

����
DuB
d2LB

√ r = 91 μm (nearly half-circle)

Zhu et al. (2014) Ika7 kLa � 2
�
2

√
π

���
DuB
d

√
4

LUC
+ 2�

π
√

����
DuB
εGLUC

√
4εG
d

d = 1.5; 2.0; 3.0 mm (Circular); uB = 0.09–0.65 m/s; LUC = 5–60 mm

Abolhasani et al. (2015) Ika8 kLa � 8
LUC

����
2DuB
π2dh

√
dh = 300 μm (Square)

FIGURE 4 |CO2 absorption efficiency in three different amine solutions of MEA, AMP, andMDEA at (A) 6 wt%, (B) 12 wt%, and (C) 30 wt% at CO2 flow of 6 ml/min
and reaction temperature of 30°C. The bar plot (D) compares the amine solutions liquid flow rates of the three solutions needed to achieve 50% of absorption efficiency
at 30°C.
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the absorption rate changes between MEA and AMP depending
on the used liquid flow rates. For example, at QL < 0.45 ml/min in
Figure 4A, the absorption efficiency for AMP is slightly higher
than that of MEA. However, this trend flipped when the liquid
flow rate increased. This flip can not be explained solely by the
molarity difference between AMP and MEA. Other factors such
as viscosity, solubility, and diffusivity can have a significant
contribution to absorption efficiency.

For the sake of clarity, the absorption efficiency per amine type
is shown in Figure 5. In all cases, the absorption efficiency
increases with concentration because of the increase in the
molar ratio between the amine and used CO2. For MEA, a
linear relation for the three different concentrations is
observed. For AMP, this is not the case and deviation from a
linear relationship is observed. As the AMP concentration
increases, this deviation increases. Increasing the concentration
will affect the physical properties of diffusion, solubility, and
viscosity which can change differently for each solvent and
concentration which could be the reason for this observation.
For MDEA, a pseudo-linear trend is observed between the
absorption efficiency and liquid flow rate. As the

concentration increases, the absorption efficiency increases but
is less than that for AMP and MEA.

Figure 4D shows the comparison of MDEA, AMP, and MEA
at different amine concentrations and the corresponding QL

values to achieve 50% absorption efficiency. MDEA requires a
much higher liquid flow rate, followed by AMP, and thenMEA. A
similar trend is observed in Figure 5D for different amine
concentrations at a fixed CO2 flow of 9 ml/min and a
temperature of 30°C. Overall, the most promising solution to
use in terms of absorption efficiency is that of the primary MEA
aqueous solution, followed by AMP, then MDEA. The higher the
amine concentration, the faster the rate of absorption. All the
trends in this section match the literature which demonstrates the
capability of the microreactor setup to screen solvents for CO2

absorption efficiency.

4.1.2 Effect of Temperature Using Monoethanolamine
This section evaluates the absorption efficiency at different
temperatures for MEA only. Figure 6A shows the effect of
temperature change from 30 to 50°C on the CO2 absorption
efficiency using 6 wt% MEA at a fixed CO2 flow rate of 6 ml/min

FIGURE 5 | Effect of amine concentration on absorption efficiency for (A) MEA, (B) AMP, and (C) MDEA at a fixed CO2 flow rate of 6 ml/min and temperature of
30°C. Amine flow rate needed to reach 50% of absorption efficiency for different amine concentrations (D) at a fixed CO2 flow of 9 ml/min and temperature of 30°C.
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and different liquid flow rates. As the temperature increases, the
absorption efficiency increases. However, the rate of increase
from 40 to 50°C is less when compared with that from 30 to 40°C.
The increase in temperature causes an increase in reaction rate
constant and accelerates the chemical absorption. However, the

rate of desorption increases as well which limits the overall rate of
absorption due to the thermodynamic limits of the reaction.
Additionally, the increase in temperature will decrease the CO2

solubility as (CCO2,G � P
H) as Henery’s coefficient (H) reduces

with temperature. The viscosity of the amine solution reduces as

FIGURE 6 | Temperature effect on the CO2 absorption efficiency at different flow rates (A) with 6 wt% of MEA solution and a fixed CO2 flow rate of 6 ml/min; (B)
shows the effect of temperature on absorption efficiency of MEA at different amine concentration and fixed CO2 flow rate of 6 ml/min.

FIGURE 7 | CO2 flow rate effect on the absorption efficiency (A–C) at different amine concentrations and a fixed temperature of 30°C. The absorption efficiency of
MEA at different temperatures (D) with two CO2 gas flow rates of 6 and 9 ml/min and a constant liquid flow rate QL of 0.5 ml/min.
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the temperature increases; however, the impact on mass transfer
should not be that significant as compared to the other earlier
mentioned parameters. Thus, there is an optimal operating
temperature between 30 and 40°C that balances out the rate of
absorption with the rate of desorption. The same conclusions are
observed when the amine concentrations are adjusted as shown in
Figure 6B. As the amine concentration increases, the difference
in the absorption efficiency between the three different
temperatures reduces. This is due to the different kinetics
parameters of each amine in terms of rate constant and
involved reaction mechanism.

4.1.3 Effect of CO2 Flow Rate Using
Monoethanolamine
The effect of CO2 gas flow rate on the absorption efficiency is
demonstrated for MEA only as shown in Figure 7. For all the
MEA concentrations, and flow rates, the absorption efficiency
was higher for the 6 ml/min than that of the 9 ml/min CO2 flow
rate. Within the mentioned gas flow rates, the expected change in
mass transfer coefficient should not be that significant. However,
the available specific interfacial area will change thus affecting the
rate of mass transfer. As the CO2 gas flow rate increases, the gas
bubble length increases which reduces the specific interfacial area.

The lower the interfacial area the lower the rate of absorption.
Besides, as the gas flow rate increases, the residence time
decreases which reduces the rate of absorption.

The trend of absorption efficiency is the same for all the
different MEA concentrations and temperatures as shown in
Figure 7. However, when the concentration changes the slope
between the rate of absorption and liquid flow rates changes.
According to Zwitterion mechanism (Caplow, 1968), as the MEA
concentration increases, the reaction order changes from one to
two which explains why the slopes become much steeper at
higher MEA concentrations. For both CO2 flow rates, the
absorption efficiency changes with temperature in a similar
manner as explained earlier in Section 4.1.2. The presented
results show how sensitive is the rate of CO2 absorption to the
amine concentration, temperature, and flow rates. The fine
balance between these parameters and the optimal conditions
that maximize the rate of CO2 can only be done with the help of a
mathematical reactor model.

4.2 Desorption Studies
This section evaluate the desorption efficiency or regeneration
at different conditions demonstrated using MEA solvent only.
Figure 8 shows the desorption efficiency for CO2-loaded MEA

FIGURE 8 | (A) Effect of temperature on desorption efficiency for MEA at a residence time of 476 s. (B)Desorption efficiency of three CO2-loaded amine solutions at
regeneration temperatures of 85°C and residence time of 476 s. (C)MEA desorption efficiency at 85°C for different MEA concentrations at regeneration temperatures of
85°C. (D) image shows the increase in the bubble size due to desorption 85°C.
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at a given flow rate (residence time corresponding to 479 s) and
different regeneration temperatures. This residence time was
chosen in such a way that sufficient desorption is obtained to
allow a fair analysis of the solvent behavior for different
regeneration temperatures while maintaining isothermal
conditions in the reactor tube. As the temperature increases,
the desorption rate increases as shown in Figure 8A. Apart
from the study at 50°C, The desorption efficiency exhibited a
linear relation with applied temperature. This demonstrates
the capability of the microreactor to facilitate the gas
desorption from the heated liquid owing to the high
surface-to-volume ratio. At 50°C, the rate of absorption is
still significant compared to desorption as explained earlier in
Section 4.1.2. That is why desorption efficiency at this
temperature deviates from the other high temperatures.
Figure 8B shows a comparison between three CO2-loaded
amine solutions in terms of desorption efficiency at a
temperature of 85°C. The highest desorption efficiency was
observed for MDEA, followed by that of AMP and the last was
that of MEA. This trend matches the data reported in the
literature (Aghel et al., 2020). MDEA has the highest
desorption rate owing to the presence of bicarbonate ions as
the only CO2 absorbing species the opposite of MEA which
holds the lowest desorption rate during regeneration due to the
stable carbamate bonds that require more energy to break
down. The desorption efficiency of MEA is 1.5 times lower
than MDEA at a regeneration temperature of 85°C.

Figure 8C shows the MEA desorption efficiency at 85°C for
different MEA concentrations. The desorption efficiency is higher
for 30 wt% and decreases as the MEA concentration decreases.
With increased amine concentration, more CO2 is available and
chemically bonded to MEA. Hence, more CO2 is expected to be
released at a given temperature. In all desorption studies, a small
amount of nitrogen was added to the reactor to establish a gas-
liquid interface for the desorption study. Without this gas-liquid
interface, gaseous molecules need to be first created before the gas
bubble can grow due to the CO2 regeneration reaction. To avoid
the complexity associated with the gas phase formation, the gas-
liquid interface was created before desorption started to take
place. In all of the desorption experiments a small amount of N2

was added in the inlet to create a gas-liquid interphase which
helped the reaction to proceed more smoothly and to avoid the
complexity associated with the gas phase formation/nucleation as
the experiments was only carried out at 85°C. Without this gas-
liquid interface, gaseous molecules need to be first created before
the gas bubble can grow due to the CO2 regeneration reaction.
This is limited at the temperature condition of 85°C used in this
work. Figure 8D shows how the gas bubble size increases in the
capillary microreactor due to desorption at 85°C, which confirms
the desorption of CO2 from the amine solution.

4.3 Foaming Analysis
A study on the foam formation at different amine solutions is
shown in Figure 9 for different liquid and nitrogen flow rates

FIGURE 9 | Foaming behavior by varying the amine flow rate and N2 flow rate before gas-liquid separator for (A) 6% MEA (B) 6% AMP (C) 6% MDEA (D,E)
12%–30% MEA (F) lab-scale foam measuring unit connected to the microreactor testing unit on top of the gas-liquid separator.
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added before the gas-liquid separator. For all the studies, the
foaming increases when the gas and liquid flow rates increase
matching the literature data. The increase in foaming is not linear
but reaches a maximum at intermediate regions of gas and liquid
flow rates. For example, in the case of 6 wt% MEA and a fixed
liquid flow rate of 1.5 ml/min, the foaming at a low N2 gas flow
rate is minimal and starts to increase with increasing the flow rate
reaching maximum foaming at 20 ml/min. Increasing the N2 gas
flow rate beyond that reduces the foaming. This is because the
created turbulence will increase which disrupts the foam
formation and reduces its stability. A similar analysis can be
carried out for a fixed gas flow rate. For example, at a fixed N2 gas
flow rate of 40 ml/min, no foaming existed when the liquid flow
rate was below 2.5 ml/min. This means the hydrostatic force is
inadequate to resist the buoyancy force of the N2 bubble. Once the
liquid flow rate increases to more than 2.5 ml/min, foams are
produced and increased with the liquid flow rate. The increase in
liquid flow rate leads to an increase in the hydrostatic force which
in turn reduces the turbulence caused by the bubble detachment
from the diffuser. As the liquid flow rate further increased,
foaming became invariant. The increasing hydrostatic force
overcomes the turbulence caused by the bubble detachment or
makes such turbulence insignificant (Thitakamol et al., 2009).

When the MEA concentration increased from 6 wt%, to 12 wt
% to 30 wt%, the region of foaming became wider with some
variations in the foaming height. As the MEA concentration
increases, the surface tension of the solution decreases while the
density and viscosity increase. The bulk viscosity plays a
significant role in the rising bubbles through the liquid phase
to form a foam layer as explained by the creaming process. The
decrease in foaming formation is caused by a reduction in the
foam stability due to an increase in the surface viscosity of the
solution (Thitakamol et al., 2009).

The foaming tendency of selected amines was evaluated as
shown in Figure 9. Overall, the MDEA showed the highest
tendency for foaming followed by MEA and finally AMP.
Although the region of foaming for AMP was less, the
height of foaming was more than that of MEA. In general
physical properties, particularly surface tension, density, and
viscosity, play a determinant role in foaming formation and
stability. These properties should be considered in any study or
strategy for foaming development and control in the future.
MDEA in this experiment was the worst foaming, which is not
matching the literature. Since foaming is a complex
phenomenon and can be affected by many other factors,
further investigations are needed to better confirm the
foaming result under wider conditions, for different
concentrations, and thermally degraded amine to have more
clarity results.

4.4 CO2-Monoethanolamine Reactor Model
The earlier presented results show how sensitive is the rate of
CO2 absorption to the amine concentration, temperature, and
flow rates which affect the kinetics and rate of mass transfer.
The fine balance between these parameters and maximizing
the CO2 capturing rate can only be done with the help of a
mathematical reactor model. Using MEA as an example, a

mathematical reactor model is developed (see Section 3.2) and
used to simulate all the generated experimental data based on
available correlations from the literature. Initially, the model
failed to provide an adequate prediction of the experimental
results. Sensitivity analysis indicated that the liquid hold-up
(used in Eq. 19) significantly affected the model prediction.
The liquid hold-up is estimated based on the slug and bubble
lengths as shown in Eq. 23. In this work, some measurements
of the gas bubble and liquid slug lengths were done, but for
some conditions such as high temperatures, and low liquid
flow rates, this was not feasible. As well, the slug and bubble
lengths fluctuated to a certain degree which introduce a level of
inaccuracy in their measurement. Thus, the best approach was
to use a mathematical correlation to predict the average gas
and liquid slug length and have this correlation validated on
those measured slugs and bubble lengths. Different
correlations from the literature were evaluated in this work.
The correlations that best predicted the available slug and
bubble length measurements were the ones generated by
(Haase et al., 2016) as shown in Eqs 28, 29. These
correlations were selected and used in all further work.

LB � (1 + 0.57
uG

uL
)dh (28)

LS �
(1 + 0.57 uG

uL
)dh(1 − βG)

βG
(29)

The next model parameter that affected the reactor model
prediction was the volumetric mass transfer coefficient used in
Eq. 21. Eight different correlations from the literature as
shown in Table 2 were evaluated. The correlation that best
predicted the experimental data was the second correlation Ik2
by (Vandu et al., 2005). At this stage, the model prediction
improved significantly and managed to capture all the trends
of the experimental results correctly. However, lower
prediction accuracy especially at high or low conversions
was observed, at the same time the model was not sensitive
to the amine concentration or temperature effect. This can be
explained by the fact that all simulation works at this stage
were performed assuming constant physical and transport
properties. The effect of the temperature and the amine
concentration on the viscosity, diffusivity, and solubility of
CO2 was not considered which was found to have a significant
impact on the model prediction. To account for these effects,
Henry’s coefficient was taken from the work of (Li et al., 2017),
and the viscosity was estimated from the work of (Arachchige
et al., 2013). The diffusion coefficient of CO2 in MEA
(DCO2,MEA) was estimated using the N2O analogy which
requires three known parameters to calculate the unknown
fourth parameter (DCO2,MEA) as shown in Eq. 30.

DCO2 ,MEA

DN2O,MEA
� DCO2 ,H2O

DN2O,H2O
(30)

Using Eqs 31, 32, the diffusion coefficients of CO2 and N2O in
water (H2O) were calculated (Versteeg et al., 1987; Versteeg and
van Swaal, 1988).
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DCO2 ,H2O � 2.35 × 10−6 exp(−2119
T

) (31)

DN2O,H2O � 5.07 × 10−6 exp(−2371
T

) (32)

to calculate the diffusion coefficient of N2O in MEA (DN2O,MEA),
Eq. 33 was used. In this case, the diffusion coefficient of N2O in
MEA was related to the diffusion coefficient of N2O in water and
the viscosities of MEA and Water respectively. The coefficient
Gamma (γ) was taken to be equal to 0.51 for MEA. The dynamic
viscosity estimation as a function of temperature from the work of
(Korson et al., 1969; Sada et al., 1978).

DN2O,MEA × µγMEA � DN2O,H2O × µγH2O (33)
After accounting for the non-constant physical and

transport properties in the reactor model, the predictions
became more reasonable as shown in Figure 10. The effect
of MEA concentration was predicted well as shown in
Figure 10B which matches the experimental results in
Figure 5A. The effect of temperature on the MEA
absorption is shown in Figure 10C, which matches the
experiments in Figure 6A. The effect of gas flow rate is also
shown in Figure 10D and matches the experimental results in

Figure 7. Overall, the mathematical reactor model was good
enough to provide a reasonable prediction for the
experimental results, however, further, and development to
consider other solvents than MEA is still needed. This work
demonstrates how critical the physical and transport
properties such as diffusivity, Henery’s coefficient, and
viscosity are to the accuracy of the model prediction. For
example, when evaluating the different mass transfer
correlations presented in Table 2, the worst predictions
were for the correlations that did not account for these
physical properties inside them. For a given microreactor
system, the model prediction can be significantly improved

FIGURE 10 | Simulation results as obtained from the microreactor mathematical model. (A) parity plot for all data experiments versus model, (B) effect of MEA
concentration (experimental result is in Figure 5A). (C) effect of temperature on the MEA (experimental result is in Figure 6A). (D) effect of gas flow rate (experimental
result is in Figure 7).

TABLE 3 | Qualitative performance of amine solutions screening the capillary
microreactor setup.

Phenomena Absorption Desorption Foaming

Amine solution

MEA best worst average
AMP average average average
MDEA worst best worst
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if a dedicated correlation for slug and bubble lengths is
developed because these lengths are strongly controlled by
the geometry and dimensions of the mixer and reactor
channel.

4.5 Solvent Selection and Perspective to
Other Conditions and Reactors
Overall, the experimental setup and procedures developed in
this work were able to perform an initial screening of different
amine-based solvents. Table 3 shows a qualitative judgment of
the obtained results for three studied parts of absorption,
desorption, and foaming. It is clear that a compromise is
needed to define the optimal solvent. Selecting a solvent for
chemical absorption depends on many more factors than what
is studied in this work as shown in Table 4 (Shokrollahi et al.,
2022). It will require conducting a comprehensive assessment
to address all these factors supported by techno-economic
calculations that are beyond the scope of this work.

The developed theoretical reactor model was well linked to
the experimental results. For a detailed assessment, the
experimental setup needs to be adjusted to reflect industrial
conditions. Some suggestions are proposed to enhance the
experimental setup performance and the reactor model
prediction. Installing an online gas-liquid separator rather
than a gravity separator enables a more accurate prediction
of the absorption and desorption results. Making a
microreactor plate integrated with a heat exchanger, can be
much more efficient to control the temperature and more
practical to apply imaging techniques. Applying imaging
techniques in a water bath to measure slug and bubble
lengths was not feasible all the time, especially at high
temperatures. Using integrated analytics to measure slug
and bubble length can improve the estimation of the mass
transfer correlation. Installing a back-pressure regulator can
enable screening at higher pressure. Using a continuous liquid
pump can enable continuous operation of the regenerated
amine, thus screening the solvent with amines that have
been exposed to thermal treatment. And finally analyzing
the liquid samples will provide much more insight into the
chemistry of the reaction and amine performance.
Incorporating these features into the experimental setup can
open new opportunities for faster and more efficient solvent
screening in the future under more industrially relevant
conditions.

Although microreactors outperform many industrial
reactors when it comes to mass transfer limited reactions, it
has limitations to be used at an industrial scale for application

as post-combustion CO2 capturing. This is mainly due to the
large pressure drop, chances of blockage, and the large capital
cost of microreactors as they do not take advantage of the
economy of scale. Current industrial reactors for CO2

capturing will have much lower mass transfer rates and
different gas-liquid hydrodynamics compared to the
microreactors. Thus, can solvents that are screened in a
microreactor be used in other types of industrial reactors?
This requires experimental validation, but theoretically
speaking, there are no foreseen reasons why not. The
emphasis when using the laboratory microreactor is how
the different amine solvents performed against each other.
If the reactor type or conditions will change for all of the
solvents in the same way, there is no reason why the solvent
performance against each other will change.

5 CONCLUSION

This work uses a simple microreactor setup made of capillaries
to screen and evaluate three types of amine-based solvents
(MEA, MDEA, and AMP) at different conditions regarding
absorption, desorption, and foaming. This is the first time that
these three performances are combined in a microreactor
setup and studied in one go. Known solvents were used to
show the capability of this setup and the potential of using
Taylor flow regime because of its well-defined flow regime and
attractive features. A plug flow mathematical reactor model
was used to simulate the CO2 absorption performance for the
CO2-MEA-H2O system. The performance and trends were
well captured by the model to a certain degree. The
absolute prediction however was not so good with an error
reaching up to 50% for some conditions. This was mainly due
to the poor estimation of the physical properties such as
Henery’s coefficient, diffusivity, and viscosity of the amine
solutions when their concentrations and compositions were
altered, as well as the correlation used for the mass transfer
coefficient.

The CO2 absorption and desorption efficiencies are highly
influenced by various operating factors such as liquid-gas flow
rate, reaction temperature, amine concentration, and the type
of amine used in the microreactor. The highest CO2 absorption
efficiency was achieved at a smaller gas flow rate and a larger
liquid flow rate. Higher temperature resulted in higher
absorption efficiency, however, increasing it further
increases the rate of desorption which confirmed the need
for an optimum temperature. In the case of MEA, this
optimum temperature was in the range of 30–40°C. MEA

TABLE 4 | Selection criteria for liquid chemical absorbents.

Practical factors Absorption performance Desorption performance Operational challenges Physical properties

Cost CO2 loading capacity Regeneration energy Foaming Viscosity
Toxicity Absorption rate and CO2 reactivity Regeneration rate Corrosivity Surface tension

Heat of absorption Thermal stability Vapour pressure
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has the highest absorption efficiency, followed by AMP, and
then MDEA. However, MEA has the lowest desorption
efficiency and MDEA has the highest one. Increasing the
regeneration temperature, and amine concentrations
increase the rate of desorption. Each amine solution follows
its absorption kinetics as visible from the different absorption
trends which are linked to the dominant reaction mechanism.
The most noticeable changes were when the mole ratio
between CO2 and the available amine sites was altered.
Considering the aspect of foaming, MEA had a larger
region for foaming compared to AMP, but AMP foamed to
a higher degree at higher gas and liquid flow rates. Since
foaming is a complex phenomenon and can be affected by
many other factors, further investigations are needed to better
confirm the foaming result under wider conditions, for
different concentrations, and thermally degraded amine to
have more clarity results on the foaming.

Selecting a solvent for chemical absorption depends on
many more factors than these three parameters of
absorption, desorption, and foaming. A comprehensive
assessment to address all these factors supported by techno-
economic calculations will be needed. Microreactor can be one
of the laboratory devices that can support this comprehensive
assessment. Even with a relatively simple setup, many valuable
experimental results were generated under different
conditions, with the least amount of consumables (less than
1 L for all solvents), in a fast manner, and combined with a
fundamental insight because of the uniqueness of the Taylor
flow regime and reactor model. Suggestions are proposed to
enhance the experimental setup performance and the reactor
model. Incorporating these features can open new
opportunities for faster and more efficient solvent screening
in the future under more industrially relevant conditions.
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